
Feeling accepted in one's community or social atmosphere is something I feel people 

strive for. Nobody wants to be the person who feels like they are not being accepted or left out. 

A community I always felt accepted with was my friend group back home, when I talked I felt 

that they actually listen and the same vice versa.  

My friend group back home was one that goes way back, most of my friends I 

have go back to my middle school days. I feel like this is important because the longer you know 

people the more comfortable you will feel around them. My friends and I have a group chat as most 

friend groups now-a-days do, and we always would text each other plans. Well one night while we were 

all playing GTA someone said we should go get food and all of us agreed, but we could only go to places 

that were open 24 hours a day because it was 2 in the morning. Eventually we decided on steak n shake 

and “The Mission” was born. 

The mission was just some dumbass name me and my friends made up because just to do it, but it 

was basically just a late night trip to steak n shake with the boys. We would probably do this one every 

two weeks are so, but these were some of the best funniest moments of my life. So planning for the 

mission almost never happened it was always spur of the moment, usually the trip started around one in 

the morning with a check of who and who is not going. After that we planned a time usually around 2:30 

because I lived in the UCF area so this was the best time because all the bars would get out and turn steak 

n shake into one of the most interesting places in Orlando. 


